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F ORWARD

"This report clearly demonstrates that important collections held by museums in the South East of
England are at risk if action is not taken to conserve them. One third of these collections has been
designated as culturally important and yet there is an astonishing shortage of conservation skills and
knowledge in the museums charged with looking after these valuable collections. The value of having
even limited access to conservation expertise to determine approaches to collections care is one of
the key findings of the report. The estimated 200,000 objects at risk are distributed across 54 small
museums. The data from this research will help communities to make applications for funding,
however, this is not enough. A concerted, strategic, and collaborative approach to the care of these
collections needs to be taken in order to address the lack of conservation resource within individual
museums and communities.”

Alison Richmond, ACR FIIC
Chief Executive,
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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
The CSI South East Museums team was a multidisciplinary consortium of conservators engaged to deliver the
Arts Council England (ACE) funded project – ‘Remedial Conservation Needs Assessment (Kent, Sussex & Surrey)
Pilot Project’. The team was headed by two accredited conservators, working across Kent, Medway, East and
West Sussex and Surrey. The project was steered by Sussex Museums Group and regional MDOs.
The project aimed to include all museums in the South East region: county based independents; registered and
non-registered museums, excluding those with conservation staff existing. 148 museums were identified for
inclusion in this pilot study.
Although this pilot project was undertaken during the closed winter period 39% of museums engaged with the
project (43% for Kent & Medway, 30% for Sussex and Surrey). There were a number of museums who did not
want to engage, or did not have the capacity or resources. In these cases a greater lead-in time and longer
project length would have resulted in a higher level of engagement with museums, especially in terms of
surveys returned.
The strong message from the analysis of the survey is that of 54 responding museums, 53 of the museums had
at least one conservation related problem; 645,557 objects were reported to have high cultural importance
(which represents 36% of the collections), and over 200,000 objects are at risk, without further conservation
efforts being put into place.
Conservation micro-consultancy efforts (face to face visits, within museum galleries and stores) prove to be
the most effective way of assessing collections and encouraging improvements, leading to excellence in
collection care. It is clear that contact with conservators leads to fruitful collaborations for museums staff and
volunteers, and creates positive outcomes for the sustainability of museum collections.
Remedial conservation efforts and conservation investigations have seen to have a direct positive impact on
collections and also provide a great potential for public engagement initiatives. Dialogue with curators and
museum staff raises the awareness of conservation and helps to prioritise tasks, which leads to a more robust
Collection Care Policy and Plan.
The regional overview informs us that remedial conservation treatment was felt by the museums to be of a
high priority and at the same time hard to achieve mainly due to budget restrictions. The vast majority of
museums had objects they needed to be urgently conserved due to the fragile or deteriorating nature of the
objects. This combined with the very high number of unstable objects within the collections throughout the
region, shows us that the museums and conservators need to combine to get the right funding in place as soon
as possible before the valuable cultural heritage of the region is irretrievably damaged.
This unique and forward-thinking initiative has provided a framework for understanding the region’s
conservation needs and has built the foundations for future initiatives to target remedial conservation of
collections effectively.
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1. O VERVIEW OF P ROJECT AND R EPORTING S TRATEGY
1.1. The CSI South East Museums team was engaged on November 5th 2012 to deliver the Arts Council
England (ACE) funded project – Remedial Conservation Needs Assessment (Kent, Sussex & Surrey)
Pilot Project.
1.2. The CSI team consisted of two lead conservators, Dana Goodburn-Brown and Ruth Stevens, both
accredited members of the Institute of Conservation (Icon - the governing body for Conservation in
the UK), and three recent conservation graduates, Alice Blears, Ian Watson and Jihyun Kwon.
Between them the team covered Preventive, Archaeology, Ethnography, Social History, Mixed
Media, Metal, Ceramics, Glass, Stone, Books, Paper and Archive conservation disciplines. Expertise
required outside these areas was outsourced to accredited conservators in or near the region: Zenzie
Tinker - textiles, Sarah Cove - paintings, Mary Bustin - paintings, Geoff Lee - historic metals, Brian Hall
– large industrial metals, and Julie Fitzgerald - works of art on paper and photographs.
1.3. Other key professionals the CSI team worked with were; Hazel Neill - paintings conservator working
with Surrey Heritage and Lucy Martin - illustrator, photographer and designer, and Amanda Fisher independent film maker.
1.4. The conservation team worked closely with the local Museum Development Officers (MDOs) in the
regions and other conservation professionals working for local councils and The National Trust. The
teams were organised so that each region had its own lead conservator and small team of graduate
conservators and interns, but the teams also worked together across the two South East regions.
Students from West Dean in the ceramics and books & paper departments were involved, assisting in
collection assessments. Other West Dean conservation departments (clocks and metals) provided
information for the report and assistance, as well as UCL students and an intern from the National
Historic Iron Group.
1.5. The Sussex Museums Group (SMG) formed the steering group along with the regional MDOs and
Surrey Heritage who attended monthly, minuted meetings with the lead project conservators.
1.6. The project comprised three phases:
1.6.1. Phase 1 – Contact museum staff and volunteers to establish a relationship, through phone,
mail, email, web, direct contact, deliver four road shows, and distribute a collections survey
form.
1.6.2. Phase 2 – Engage with museum objects and collections through remedial conservation, and
with museum staff and volunteers through requested training and assessments of collections.
Interviews with conservators who have worked in the region.
1.6.3. Phase 3 – Establish a long-term legacy for the project through the setting up of a ‘Conservation
Bank’ of materials, information resources and a contact list of conservation expertise in the
region; and to assist museums in the application for funding for large conservation projects by
providing training and support. Final analysis of surveys returned and project report.
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2. A IMS & O BJECTIVES
2.1. The aims and objectives listed below represent the targets for the project team to deliver over the
course of the project as specified in the Project Initiation Document (PID) provided by ACE and
further developed by the SMG steering committee.
2.1.1. Identify the conservation needs of the region
a.

Carry out a conservation needs analysis using a survey form all museums can use easily,
and to carry out conservation assessments of some collections, as required, following the
initial survey and contact phase.

2.1.2. To provide collections conservation advice to museums and galleries
a.

Hold road shows to introduce project, demonstrate treatments and provide advice.

b.

Give targeted advice and training to staff and volunteers during visits and training days.

c.

Be available at regional labs to offer ad hoc advice to visitors, keep blog of work done.

d.

Provide ‘toolkits’ containing practical advice and potential sources of information,
funding advice and conservation expertise tailored to regional needs.

2.1.3. To conserve artefacts at one of the regional labs if they cannot be worked on in situ.
a.

Arrange small scale remedial conservation treatments at museums.

b.

Arrange large scale conservation treatments at regional labs as case studies.

c.

Assess preventive conservation at museums until placement of RP&M Preventative
Officer post.

2.1.4. To train staff in basic preservation and conservation practice and theory.
a.

Arrange preventive conservation training at museums and regional labs.

b.

Present conservation practice and theory (ethics) at road show events and during visits.

2.1.5. Create a network that will support museums beyond the life of the project; and to seek long
term solutions to the conservation needs of the region.
a.

Create a database of conservation experts and related information to be held on a
regional database held by the MDOs.

b.

Set up a bank of conservation equipment, ‘toolkits’, and materials at regional labs for use
by museums.

c.

Leave link to blog and access to lab conservation bank on SMG website, and other
museum-related websites.
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3. A SSESSING C ONSERVATION N EEDS
3.1.

M USEUM

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

&

ANALYSIS

3.1.1. The region has three Museum Development Officers (MDOs) who engage with museums to
encourage and support them through the Museum Accreditation Scheme process and beyond.
The scheme, administered by Arts Council, England (ACE), sets a benchmark for professional
standards in the UK. Collections Management Policies form a requirement for accreditation;
these policies seek to create a unified and professional approach to collections development,
information, access, care and conservation. It is within the area of Collection Care that this
project sought to evaluate, inform and address specific issues.
3.1.2. The primary aims of the project were to identify and understand the conservation needs of
museums of all sizes across the two South East sub-regions (Surrey/Sussex & Kent/Medway)
who do not already have provision for conservation, and to follow up with site specific practical
and advice and intervention if needed. A legacy aspect to this project aims to establish a longterm support network for Collections Care so that the skills and expertise developed by the
project can be retained and shared.
3.1.3. Over time the regional museum groups: Sussex Museums Group (SMG), Kent Museums Group
(KMG), Surrey Museums Consultative Committee (SMCC) and the sub-regional MDOs have built
up a picture of the requirements of museums, and concluded that remedial conservation is one
of the areas of greatest need. This project raised the awareness and skills of participants and
plotted the needs of the individual museums within the regional context.
3.1.4. In order to deliver analysis of the current remedial conservation needs the conservation team
designed a survey form pertinent to museums; which can be filled in easily and the information
extracted to produce a useful range of statistical data. Analysis of the regional data below
highlights the remedial conservation needs. The full regional and county survey data is available
to the MDOs and museum groups, in the Appendix, for their long-term strategic planning.
3.1.5. The survey was designed to also provide very specific information about conservation problems
with collections and individual items already known to the museum staff and volunteers. This
list of concerns, issues and specific conservation needs forms a valuable picture of the
collections and items at most risk in the region. By drawing out this information the team were
in a unique position to investigate and engage with the most vulnerable collections, targeting
advice and interventive treatments where most needed.
3.1.6. There are limitations to a survey analysis of this kind which should be highlighted. Only 39% of
museums across the region returned a survey, and not all were fully filled in. The surveys were
generally completed without the help of a conservator, so not all the data can be verified
without further assessments. The conservation proposals were included on the survey to entice
museums to participate, and then later, training was offered to responding museums. Without
this offer, many museums may have decided against participation.
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3.1.7. A N A L Y S I S

ON A

R E G I ON A L L E V E L

3.1.7.1. Q1. What is the estimated number of objects in the collection/museum?
Of the 54 completed surveys 16 museums estimated their collection to be between 1,001
and 5,000 objects, the most common sized collection in the region. 14 museums were
over 30,000 objects, of which 2 gave very large estimates; Novium in Chichester with
450,000 objects and Maidstone with 494,000 objects (not including a further 200,000
belonging to Royal Kent West Regimental Museum). 12 museums estimated at between
5,000 and 10,000 objects. If it can be said that between 1,000 and 10,000 objects
constitutes a medium-sized museum then with 28 museums the medium-sized museum
dominates the surveyed museums followed by the large (over 30,000) museum.

F IGURE 3.1-1: Q 1. E STIMATED NUMBER OF OBJECTS IN THE C OLLECTION OR M USEUM

3.1.7.2. Q2. Please estimate, as a percentage, the type of objects in the collection.
Archaeology is the largest category followed by Natural History and then Social History.
At less than 10% Archives is much less than these three but still ahead of Geology at just
over 5%. Archaeology and Natural History are both slightly skewed by being a major part
of the two very large museums Novium and Maidstone, as is, to a lesser extent Archives.
However Social History seems to be a genuinely common theme. Some areas such as
Medical and Music are barely represented.
3.1.7.3. Q3. Please estimate, as a percentage, the material which makes up the collection.
The results show a relatively even split between ‘Organic’ material at 41% and ‘Inorganic’
at 46%, with mixed objects making up most of the difference at 11%. The ‘Other’
category being quite minor at 3%.
3.1.7.4. Q4. Please estimate, as a percentage, the date of the objects in the collection.
The periods from which the collections come are dominated by the Edwardian to World
War II period at 21%, perhaps unsurprising given the number of specialised military or
20

regimental museums. This is followed by the Victorian period at 18% and the Roman
period at 14%, which marries with the large proportion of archaeological finds at
Fishbourne and Maidstone. Unsurprisingly the 21st century is the least represented at 1%
followed by late Mediaeval at 3%.
3.1.7.5. Q5. Please estimate, as a percentage, the condition of the collection.
By far the largest category was the ‘Stable’ objects category at 63%. However the 12% of
objects categorised as ‘Unstable’ still represents an estimated 212,902 objects; this is a
very large number of unstable objects reliant upon very little real contact with
conservators. The ‘Other’ category represents mixed objects or those with unknown
stability, but often representing objects at risk. One worry of these statistics might be
that the museums did not recognise which items were unstable, but based upon museum
visits it did seem that most staff had a sound basic knowledge of the organic materials in
their collection. However, stored archaeological metal finds are often found to be in
unstable storage conditions, which is a regional trend discovered through assessments by
conservators.

F IGURE 3.1-2: Q5. T HE CONDITION OF THE COLLECTION
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F IGURE 3.1-3: Q6. S TORAGE OF OBJECTS

3.1.7.6. Q6. Please estimate the percentage of objects which are on permanent display, in
temporary exhibitions and in storage.
Perhaps one of the most well-known statistics concerning museums is backed up here
with 83% of items in storage and 17% on display. This alerts all museums to the
importance of the conditions in which objects are stored as well as displayed.
3.1.7.7. Q7. Please estimate the percentage of objects recorded and catalogued (as well as a
figure for those NOT catalogued) as part of an electronic database, a paper inventory or
not catalogued.
There was a lot of overlap between paper inventory and electronic databases and clearly
paper is still a major method of recordkeeping in these museums. However to only have
6% NOT catalogued in any form does seen to be a very low and pleasing figure overall,
though it still represents over 100,000 objects when seen region-wide.

F IGURE 3.1-4: Q7. P ERCENTAGE OF OBJECTS CATALOGUED
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F IGURE 3.1-5: Q8. C ONDITION SURVEY

3.1.7.8. Q8. Please indicate whether any condition survey has ever been completed in the past.
A partial survey was by far and away the most common answer to this question at 51%.
Most partial surveys actually represented a complete survey or audit of an important or
significant part of the museum’s collection, either for an exhibition loan or audit. More
rarely it represented a conservation survey due to the fragile nature of a part of the
collection. Sometimes it simply represented on-going or unfinished work in trying to
survey the whole collection. Only 5 museums of the 54 surveyed have completed a full
survey, whereas 17 have never had any survey done on any part of the collection.
3.1.7.9. Q9. Please estimate the number of objects in the collection within the following
categories of cultural heritage: unique to region, national heritage and international
heritage.
The museums specified 36% of the total objects within their collections as of a high
cultural importance, this actually represents 645,557 objects in the region, and that is just
within the responding museums. Nearly 50% of these were classified as ‘Unique to
region’ and a third of ‘National’ importance, with nearly 20% classified as of
‘International’ Importance, which indicates over 120,000 objects.
3.1.7.10.
Q10. What is the most recent valuation of the collection?
This question gained a very low response rate, less than ten museums gave a value. A
mixture of reasons was given including security, inaccurate or out of date figures and lack
of relevance to the conservation project. Given this low return it is not deemed useful to
analyse the data at a regional level.
3.1.7.11.
Q11. Please rate your current levels of protection against stated risks.
Overall the museums in the region can be shown to have a ‘Good’ or ‘Fair’ protection
against the normal risks expected within a museum environment. The least confidence
was shown in protection against ‘Environmental conditions’, only 6 museums ticked
‘Good’, which is perhaps related to the equally low confidence against the
23

‘Biological/Insect/Mould/Pest’ risk, with only 7 ticking ‘Good’. Also showing weak figures
in the ‘Good’ category of protection was ‘Chemical damage’ with only 10 ticks. In the
‘Poor’ category again the ‘Biological’ threat is the least mitigated against. In the
‘Unacceptable’ category only the poor ‘Environmental conditions’ stands out with 6 ticks.
In the ‘Unknown’ category ‘Chemical damage’ and ‘Environmental conditions’ are
perhaps worth looking at.

F IGURE 3.1-6: Q11. C URRENT LEVELS OF PROTECTION AGAINST STATED RISKS

3.1.7.12.
Q12. Does the museum have a 'Care and Conservation Policy' in place? NB. This
policy should contain a 'Risk Assessment' and 'Emergency Recovery Plan'.
This statistic shows some area for concern with the majority of museums in the region
either not having a policy or plan or not being aware of one. If a ‘Care and Conservation
Policy’ is required for accreditation purposes then we would expect to see a comparable
level of policies in place for the number of full accredited or provisionally accredited
museums. However, the SEWS region alone shows that of the museums who returned
the survey 73.5% are MAS Fully Accredited or Provisionally Accredited. Fully Accredited
museums who returned the survey in the SEWS region are 55.8%.
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F IGURE 3.1-7: Q12. C ARE AND C ONSERVATION P OLICY

F IGURE 3.1-8: Q13. I NSURANCE

3.1.7.13.
Q13. Does the museum have the correct up-to-date insurance?
With Correct Insurance 83% is a good figure but with 17% showing as either ‘Unknown’
or ‘No’ there is definitely some investigation needed here at a museum level. Whether
insurance policies cover the cost of conservation verses the cost of replacement is
perhaps another area to be investigated.
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3.1.7.14.
Q14. Does the museum have any current contract or agreement with a disaster
recovery specialist?
Clearly this is not a priority within the region. It may be worth investigating the reasons
for the museums not having a contract in place. It may be an informed decision based
upon a perceived lack of value in such a contract. It may be that it is simply beyond the
budget. However it may be that some museums would be interested, they may even be
some region-wide savings which could be made if the museums were to negotiate as a
group.

F IGURE 3.1-9: Q14. D ISASTER RECOVERY C ONTRACT
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F IGURE 3.1-10: Q15. U SE OF CONSERVATORS

3.1.7.15.
Q15. Has the museum used a conservator or restorer in the past?
If there was a perception before this project from the museums that conservators were
unapproachable, perhaps the fact that a third of the museums all of which need some
conservation or preservation do not have recent or known contact with a conservator,
bears this out. However to really analyse these figures some national comparative figures
would need to be available.
3.1.7.16.
Q16. Please rank the types of risk to your collection.
a: Biological damage and damage from poor environment are ranked as causing the most
damage to the region’s collections. Though with even the highest ranking at under 5
(where 1 = no damage and 10 = extreme damage) is not worrying in itself. Statistically
this could be because high and low ranking are averaging out, or because the average
damage is genuinely low, this needs further investigation. However the repeated
indication of biological damage and concerns over poor environment cannot be ignored.
b: The pattern is repeated even with a re-phrasing of the question to include potential for
future damage, even where no damage is actually occurring. Biological damage and poor
environment are ranked as the highest risk to the collections. However, perhaps
unsurprisingly risk from water leaks and floods also become major threats, as does
damage through exhibition and display.
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F IGURE 3.1-11: Q16. R ISK TYPES TO COLLECTIONS

3.1.7.17.
Q17. Please estimate the percentage of the collection requiring remedial
conservation work which is urgent (within 12 months), necessary (soon to be urgent) and
long term (over 5 years).
Unfortunately the data in this question appears to have been mixed, some museums
giving percentages and others seemingly actual object numbers. Further work is required
to make these figures reliable.
3.1.7.18.
Q18. Of the collection requiring urgent treatment please estimate the number of
objects at risk.
When the survey was designed this question was intended to detect the difference
between a perceived urgency and actual urgency. The typical example of the very stable
boxed though broken ceramics being put forward for remedial treatment because it is
broken whilst the complete but delicate textile rots and fades away unnoticed. Clearly
the region’s museum staff understand why an object is more likely to be in need of
remedial treatment. To prevent the complete but unstable object from deteriorating
beyond the point where its cultural value begins to be lost forever. A very encouraging
result.
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F IGURE 3.1-12: Q18. O BJECTS REQUIRING URGENT TREATMENT

3.1.7.19.
Q19. Please rank the following factors in importance when considering a remedial
conservation project.
Another encouraging set of results in terms of conservation. Some of the options may
seem obvious but it is important to have figures from museums of all sizes and staff from
non-conservation backgrounds which show that the priorities for the conservation
profession are the same for the region’s museums. So, the risk of permanent damage is
ranked most important. Objects which are unsafe to handle are ranked second and
objects of high cultural significance are ranked third. An excellent set of figures to know.
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F IGURE 3.1-13: Q19. F ACTORS FOR CONSIDERING REMEDIAL CONSERVATION

3.1.7.20.
Q20. Please describe the museum's 'Collection Management Budget' in relation to
conservation work.
Probably the news everybody knew before the survey, that the region's museums do not
have the budget to enable them to plan and achieve anything but the most basic, smallscale conservation work. The comments in this question often referred to outside funding
as the source for major conservation work.

F IGURE 3.1-14: Q20. C OLLECTION M ANAGEMENT B UDGET
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3.1.7.21.
Q21. Please propose three objects/collections to be considered for free remedial
conservation as part of the project.
This question is meant to provide a starting list for remedial conservation and is not
intended for analysis but the range of proposals make interesting reading. As expected
the majority of proposed items are in the ‘Organic’ category, 103 as opposed to 32 for
‘Inorganic’ items. For SEWS the greatest number of proposals (24) are for textile
conservation, followed by book and paper proposals (17). For Kent & Medway the
greatest number of proposals are for book and paper (11), followed by metal, both
agricultural and historical (6).
3.1.7.22.
Q22. Please rank your conservation training priorities.
Interesting priorities have come from this question regarding training proposals. Ranked
first was ‘Basic Preventive Conservation Skills’, second was ‘Making Successful
Conservation Funding Applications’, third was learning about ‘Environments for Objects’.

F IGURE 3.1-15: Q22. C ONSERVATION TRAINING PRIORITIES

3.2.

R EGIONAL

CONSERVATION NEEDS SUMMARY FROM MUSEUM

SURVEY

3.2.1. R E M E D I AL C O N S E R V AT I O N T R E AT M E N T
3.2.1.1. The regional overview informs us that remedial conservation treatment was felt by the
museums to be of a high priority and at the same time hard to achieve mainly due to
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budget restrictions. The vast majority of museums had objects they needed to be
conserved for various reasons, but which many felt to be urgent due to the fragile or
deteriorating nature of the objects. This combined with the very high number of unstable
objects within the collections (only 17% but over 200,000 objects) throughout the region,
shows us that the museums and conservators in the region need to combine to get the
right funding in place as soon as possible before the valuable cultural heritage of the
region is irretrievably damaged.
3.2.1.2. The survey allows the conservation needs of the region to be viewed at a museum level
but planned at a regional or county level. Thus efficiencies can be made and experience
pooled, especially where similar objects or materials are being proposed. It may also be
that larger or accredited museums are in a position to assist smaller or non-accredited
museums either uniting treatment or funding proposals or assisting another museum
with that proposal.
3.2.1.3. Perhaps most importantly the survey has started a process of highlighting the most
urgent conservation needs of region. This has been done in a way that allows all of those
concerned with conservation in the region to actually read about and understand the
objects being proposed instead of just be faced with alarming statistics.
3.2.1.4. The focus of the project was to assess the region’s conservation needs, and the case
studies were offered as an attractive gift for participating museums. Therefore, there was
only capacity enough to conserve a few items; small projects that could be fitted within
the timeframe were chosen in preference to larger more complicated treatments.

3.2.2. P R E S E R V A T I O N N E E D S

AND

TRAINING

3.2.2.1. Still important but less emphasised were some of the preservation requirements of the
region. Here it was clear that many museums are struggling or cannot cope with the
continued threat from a poor environment, usually caused by an inadequate building.
Poor environmental conditions and the threat of biological or insect and pest damage
were cited as the dominant risks to the collections. This should be something the new
RP&M Preventative Officer for the region can help with. Equally some of the basics of
managing a poor environment through close monitoring and good housekeeping should
be made more accessible to the museums. This project has started some training but this
needs to continue until all of the museums and their staff are confident in monitoring,
creating micro-environments where necessary and maintaining these environments, and
in knowing what to look for, even if they have to find a conservator or building engineer
to solve the problem.
3.2.2.2. This project has made a good start in creating more ‘joined-up’ work and communication
between managers, museum staff, volunteers and conservators. This momentum must
be continued.

3.2.3. B A S I C M U S E U M A D M IN I S T R A T I ON
3.2.3.1. A clear area for urgent concern was highlighted by the regional overview of the survey
and goes much wider than the conservation needs of the museums. 17% of the
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responding museums either did not or did not know whether they had the correct
insurance in place, this is a number that should really be at 0%. Perhaps related to this
were poor figures relating to ‘Collection Care Policies’. 59% do not have or do not know if
they have a policy in place. These two areas should certainly be treated as training
priorities for the museums and regional managers.
3.2.3.2. That these are only the figures from museums who were interested enough and
proactive enough to complete the survey does imply there may be worse statistics with
regards to administration in the many museums that did not complete a survey.
3.2.3.3. Perhaps of less concern and a reality of small, volunteer-run museums is that only 9% of
the museums have completed a full survey of their collection; it may be that the more
important figure is that only 6% of the collections in the region have not yet been
catalogued, a relatively small figure.
3.2.3.4. More hopeful is the knowledge that some museums are investing in whole ‘Collections
Reviews’ (e.g. The Royal Engineers and Canterbury Museums). These reviews take into
consideration different levels of conservation requirements and are aided by recently
published toolkits such as that produced by UCL
(http://www.museumsassociation.org/news/24082011-ucl-collections-review-toolkit)

3.2.4. T H E D E T A I L

OF THE

MUSEUMS SURVEY RESPONSE

3.2.4.1. What the regional analysis does not do is give the detail for each museum. There are two
messages which came across from a close reading of each and every survey report. It is
recommended that the survey results are used as a resource for each museum, by
regional managers and planners as well as the RP&M Preventative Officer for the region.
Some of the specific detail written in the comments boxes will be of great value in the
near future and should not be allowed to go to waste.
3.2.4.2. The clearest message which comes through very strongly from the individual survey
reading is that of 54 responding museums, 53 of the museums had at least one
conservation related problem. Some indicated no preservation related problems but still
had some objects requiring remedial treatment; some indicated no objects requiring
immediate remedial treatment but had preservation problems, which at the very least
needed monitoring. Bearing in mind that these results were based on their own
assessment, not that of a conservator, the vast majority of museums had a mix of
preservation and remedial conservation needs many of which were clearly urgent. In
short, conservation is clearly needed by the museums in the region, in all its forms and
variations. As hoped this project needs to mark a renewal of a much closer relationship
between the museums and the conservation profession as a way forward to identifying
and recognising problems. This is the beginning of a much-needed learning process.
3.2.4.3. The second message which comes through from the individual surveys is that the staff of
the responding museums do understand the conservation needs of most of the materials
within their collections. In fact, as is often the case in specialist museums, the staff are
the conservation experts in their field and only need assistance with unfamiliar materials.
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Equally there appears to be an understanding of where staff limitations lie with regards
to conservation generally. Hopefully the days of uninformed DIY conservation are over in
the South East region, though as the majority of museums in the region did not complete
the survey, there may still be an important message to get across.
3.2.4.4. The dialogue was most productive when the team not only engaged with the curators,
but also with other museum staff and volunteers. Surveys were sent to the museum
email, so there was no control over who eventually filled it out. There were instances
when the survey was not filled in, but at the road show volunteers put forward two
medieval panels of international importance as a conservation proposal. Regrettably, the
project could not fund the assessment, but after some discussion, the curator agreed to
fund this privately and the recommendation is to reframe and find a more suitable
position for them in the museum. Their importance could lead to a research project
which could in turn raise the profile of the museum.

3.3.

O VERVIEW

OF CONSERVATION NEEDS PER OBJECT TYPE

3.3.1. A R C H A E O L O G Y
3.3.1.1. Archaeological archives make up the largest group of finds held in museums in the South
East, taking up an average of 22% of museum storage space. They also appear to have
greater research use made of them than other subjects such as local history, art and
natural sciences. (Edwards 2012, p3)
3.3.1.2. The problems associated with archaeological archives in museums across the nation have
long been recognized and a recent study cites Kent and Medway as specifically in crisis.
(Museums and Galleries Commission 1992, p5; Edwards, 2012, p18)
3.3.1.3. Officially, there are no museums accepting archaeological archives in Kent and Medway
at present, because museums can barely cope with collections care for their existing
archives, so several years’ worth of archaeological archives are in a state of limbo. There
is grave concern for the care of this un-deposited material. While out of scope for this
project, it is important to mention, as it is a significant worry for the future of
archaeological objects in the region.
3.3.1.4. Equally, the material which is stored in museums needs access to conservation expertise,
repackaging, conservation audits and regeneration of silica gel (including changing from
the toxic version of blue/pink to the safer orange/green version) - and strict adherence to
maintenance programmes. Only one museum in the sample interviewed had a regular
maintenance programme put in place to address the issue of silica gel regeneration. The
curator at Fishbourne Palace has an annual regeneration programme, and a ‘control’
system whereby an empty box with silica gel and a tiny tag are installed in the same store
as the metals collection - so the annual appointment can be brought forward if necessary.
3.3.1.5. Surrey and Sussex are cited as having good examples of museums working collaboratively
over issuing archaeological guidelines. (Edwards, 2012 p47)
3.3.1.6. Many archaeological artefacts are suffering from poor packaging, inappropriate
treatments or treatments that have outlived their effectiveness and may now be
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damaging to the artefacts and those around them (e.g. in the case of old coatings that are
breaking down and emitting harmful fumes).
3.3.1.7. Archaeological archive material lends itself to group project work by students, recent
graduates and/or volunteers, working under the supervision of a conservator. Examples
of good practice in the region for this area of material are documented by the work in
Sittingbourne, Maidstone and at Fishbourne (see Appendix).

3.3.2. C L O C K S
3.3.2.1. While no specific survey work has been carried out for horological material, research into
the state of conservation for such material was carried out via an interview with Mathew
Read ACR, Head of Clocks and Historic Metals conservation at West Dean College. Read is
one of only two accredited clock conservators in the whole country. Clocks can be
equated to the beating heart of a historic collection, and if they are to remain in working
order, they require an annual maintenance plan by a clock specialist. Matthew Read has
led his students at several historic collections houses. He has also had great success at
bringing out his students from behind the workshop walls and out into public view.
(www.foundlingmuseum.org.uk/events/view/clock-watching, accessed 1/4/13)

3.3.3. E T H N O G R A P H I C
3.3.3.1. These materials may have complex problems due to their often fragile nature, being
composed of multiple materials. They also may have deposits associated with ritual
significance or use. Ethnographic objects may also contain hazardous substances. A
current project at Pitt Rivers Museum, University of Oxford, is developing protocols for
testing pesticide residues on objects. Access to a portable XRF analytical gun would be
useful in this area. (http://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/conservation.html, accessed 29/3/13)

3.3.4. F U R N I T U R E
3.3.4.1. No furniture was surveyed for this report, but some fine collections of furniture survive in
the SE region (e.g. Pallant House and others). Furniture conservators may often assist
with related materials. Furniture conservators in Kent and Sussex were interviewed and
have offered their services should they be needed. Conservation audits followed by
staged treatment regimes are recommended.

3.3.5. G E O L O G I C AL C O L L E C T IO N S
3.3.5.1. These materials are generally found to be stable, if monitored occasionally for inherent
problems such as exfoliation due to iron pyrites or other reactive mineral components.

3.3.6. L A R G E S C UL P T U R E , H IS T O R I C

A N D I N D U S T R IA L

M A T E R IA L S
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3.3.6.1. These types of materials often require special logistics in order to conserve them. The
Berlin Wall project and Sittingbourne train are two such examples, where a great deal of
planning is required ahead of any treatment. Such projects do lend themselves well to be
part of training exercises and have great potential for collaboration with conservation
students and volunteer groups.

3.3.7. P A I N T I N G S
3.3.7.1. Storage solutions need improving and thorough surveying in order to spot problems
before they get too advanced. Some aspects of paintings conservation can be carried out
in-house, following training. (Sarah Cove, personal communication with Dana GoodburnBrown) Other examples of working on site include that done ahead of the new Beany
Museum in Canterbury, where a team of painting conservators carried out conservation
of a series of paintings in the education room and gallery, ahead of the new installation.
(Mary Bustin, personal communication with Dana-Goodburn-Brown)

3.3.8. P A P E R , B O O K S , P A R C H M E N T

AND

ARCHIVE MATERIALS

3.3.8.1. The survey work achieved in this region has shown that as expected paper, books and
parchment form a significant percentage of the regions collections, mostly as archives but
also as works of art on paper. Of the many proposals brought to the project only textiles
projects were more numerous. Many of the problems brought to the roadshows were of
the most basic type; poor or non-archival housing, rusting staples, brittle early 20th
Century paper. It was felt that a lot of these problems could be solved region wide with a
good supply of appropriate archival housing material; envelopes, Melinex sleeves and so
on, alongside some basic training; re-housing, archival storage, use of buffered barriers,
staple removal, crease removal and flattening. Happily this project has been able to begin
this process.
3.3.8.2. The more complex problems proposed were vast in their range; parchment deeds
requiring humidification and un-folding, seal repair, folded paper maps in pieces, rolled
maps de-laminating, foxing due to damp microclimates, failed bindings, torn postcards,
acid burn, mould damage and so on. One proposal was for a complete 15,000 item
archive suffering from poor storage conditions, this was not the only large archive to be
proposed. The museums proposing these larger projects were usually desperate to give
access to the archive but knew that without the necessary conservation work access
would cause intolerable damage.
3.3.8.3. Some book conservation work was able to be done as part of the project in the way of
board re-attachment, paper repairs and preventive conservation. However, even just
taking the survey respondents and roadshow attendees proposals, there is a huge
amount of work in the region still to be done. Some of this work is urgent because of
condition, such as mould damage (the project has supplied an action plan to the museum
concerned); some is urgent because the documents are required for access or exhibition.
3.3.8.4. It is hoped by using the information gathered in this project that the planning and
funding for the outstanding work can at least begin. Certainly the museums concerned
now have contacts within the conservation profession and some will have had some basic
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conservation and funding training, advice and in some cases full assessments and reports,
in this respect the project has been very successful within its short time-frame.

3.3.9. P H O T O G R AP H S
3.3.9.1. There is also a significant percentage of collections and supporting records which are
photographs. This is a specialized area of conservation and because the collections were
invariably large the proposals could not be conserved as part of this project. However,
some were assessed, which will help the museums concerned to begin the process of
planning the work and finding the budget or applying for funding.

3.3.10.

PLASTICS

AND

RUBBER

3.3.10.1.
While not covered in this project specifically, plastics are inherently unstable and a
lookout must be kept for problems such as ‘diseased doll syndrome’ (the chemical
breakdown of a cellulose acetate mixture found in early 20th century plastics, and/or the
mottling black or green effect in plastic arising from migration of corrosion from internal
wires within the doll). While it is relatively impossible to stop the degradation mechanism
of such material, it is possible to mitigate against their destruction by smart packaging
and storage solutions. Many objects with mixed materials were shown to us at our
roadshows. Solutions for conservation care seem to lie in bespoke training sessions for
similar materials to be sure museum workers understand how to recognise problems and
how best to care for such material.

3.3.11.

TAXIDERMY

C O L L E C T I ON S

3.3.11.1.
Taxidermy collections have special considerations in the area of health and safety.
It is important to analyse specimens for harmful materials that they may have been
prepared with, such as arsenic and mercuric salts. Access to portable analytical
equipment, such as a hand held XRF gun, would be extremely useful. Such equipment
could be purchased for use in the region. A recent grant of a SEM was awarded by the
Clothworkers’ Association to CSI: Sittingbourne, in partnership with Oxford University.
Alternatively, equipment can be hired from NDT testing agencies on a project basis.
Stuffed fish may also have inherent problems such as residual oils being released and
dripping out of specimens. Taxidermy collections are also very prone to insect damage.

3.3.12.

TEXTILES

3.3.12.1.
All objects present specific problems and have different needs. But textiles in
particular, need to be approached by their specific material and cultural type. For
example, weighted silks degrade in an entirely different manner than other textiles, some
textiles can be stored flat, and some rolled, some on cushioned supports. These basic
needs can be best met by targeting conservation training days in museums, where a
textile conservator will help volunteers/staff to assess, clean and pack textiles in their
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collection. This type of targeted training is felt to be the most cost effective way to
deliver conservation care for museums with textile collections. For smaller collections, a
conservator could be hired to do a complete collection audit and repackaging project
over a few days.

3.4.

C OLLECTION

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

&

ANALYSIS

3.4.1. Where a collection was identified as needing advice or conservation, a follow-up assessment
was carried out by an accredited conservator working in the field concerned. This provided a
more thorough appraisal of all the issues concerning the collection or item from a conservation
and preservation perspective. The data from these assessments are available to the MDOs to
integrate into their regional databases developing an ever more complex tapestry of regional
conservation information. A copy of the assessment report was given to the museum
concerned along with additional information to help with their sourcing of materials and other
expertise.
3.4.2. The conservation assessments carried out here differ from conventional conservation audits in
that they only provide a limited view of individual collections. Larger conservation audits are
needed to get an overall view conservation needs throughout the region. Collection Reviews
and whole collections audits are more thorough and are ideal for future planning at the
regional level. By integrating ‘Micro-consultancy’ assessments into their databases, the MDOs
will be able to build a larger, more accurate picture of conservation needs, activities and
progress for the region as a whole.
3.4.3. Nevertheless, the summary tables below (section 3.5.4) cover an illustrative range of the types
of remedial and preventative conservation needs that require future action.

3.5.

I NDIVIDUAL

CONSERVATION NEEDS FROM CONDITION
ASSESSMENTS OF COLLECTIONS

3.5.1. During the period of research, data and evidence gathering for this project, all museums in the
region were invited to participate in events and contribute their needs through the general
survey. As wide a group as possible were targeted for more in depth surveying of needs (see
full conservation assessment reports in the Appendix). Direct discussions with museum staff
and volunteers during road shows, training events, museum and/or stores visits teased out
further ‘priority’ items and general needs for collections care in the region.
3.5.2. This ‘drilling down’ survey work highlights the general need for improvements in training, more
targeted surveys, and the benefits of further remedial conservation actions.
3.5.3. Site visits and direct discussions revealed ‘hidden treasures’, as well as ‘horrors’; and several
general trends needed for preventative and remedial conservation interventions in collections
care. Case study work re-enforces and illustrates the contributions conservators can make
towards the general enjoyment and educational outcomes for communities engaging with
museum collections. Indeed, the ethos and act of conservation itself can be incorporated into
the wider suite of museum’s offerings to the public.
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3.5.4. C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S E SS M E N T S
3.5.4.1. The following tables represent summaries from a selection of conservation assessments
made and interviews with curatorial staff and/or volunteers from specific museums.

3.5.4.2. W I N N I N G

THE

BATTLE…

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Battle Museum

Unsuitable display mounts, carpet Non-stable display materials need
tiles and cork
changing

Museum display

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Iron Battle Axe: fragmenting in case Investigate coating, remove
(no desiccant) and old coating is
coating, adhere delaminating layers
degrading (possibly wax crystals on
Install silica gel within case
surface)

F IG . 3.5.4.2 CARPET TILES USED AS MOUNTS IN DISPLAY CASES , THESE MAY EMIT HARMFUL VOC S WHICH COULD CAUSE FUTURE
CORROSION .
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3.5.4.3. S E W I N G

SE E D S IN

K E N T ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Brook Agricultural Museum

Volunteer run Museum with
successful annual collections care
routines

Conservation cleaning training day
to be arranged

Whole collection, on open display
3 pieces of machinery

small cases of active corrosion on
ironwork throughout and
dust/debris

F IG . 3.5.4.3 A N AGRICULTURAL VEHICLE PUT FORWARD FOR TREATMENT
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treatment of corroding metal and
maintenance plans to be reviewed.

3.5.4.4. M A S K I N G

ISSUES IN

BEXHILL…

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Bexhill Museum

Good general stores and
maintenance plans, apart from
silica gel regeneration.

Mask with poor structural integrity
and degrading fibres

Archaeology, Costume, Geology,
Ethnographic, Industrial, Natural
History, Social History
Display & Stores

Roman glass vessel to repair
A select number of objects appear
Training sessions on mounting for
unstable/need repair or
metals and textiles requested
investigation.
Crocodile mummy to be X-rayed for
international database.

F IG . 3.5.4.4 B B ASEMENT S TORE

F IG . 3.5.4.4 A G ENERAL STORE WITH

F IG . 3.5.4.4 C E THNOGRAPHIC MASK

ROLLER RACKING

SUFFERING FROM DEGRADING VEGETABLE
MATTER .
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3.5.4.5. S O M E

F I S HY P R O B L E M S I N

C A N T E R B U R Y ...

Museum/Collections visited

General Statements

Canterbury Museum

Poor mounting and case materials Investigation of composition and
for metals.
cause of surface deposits;
conservation of items and/or
Poor packaging and pink silica gel. isolation of hazardous objects.

Primarily archaeological, social
history, and natural history:
museum & display

Itemised Needs; and Action Points

Oozing fish and white eruptions on Conservation of 2 fish and period
birds.
display case.
Conservation of pencil drawing with
pressure sensitive surround and
cockling of paper.
Maintenance of silica gel.
New packaging materials, mounting
kit and training session to
implement.

F IG .3.5.4.5 A W HITE DEPOSITS
(A RSENIC ?)
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F IG .3.5.4.5 B D RIPPING OOZE ( RESIDUAL F IG .3.5.4.5 C . D ETERIORATING PRESSURE
FISH OILS ?)
SENSITIVE TAPE

3.5.4.6. F I G U R E S
Museum/Collections discussed

T O R E C K O N W I T H IN

C HA T H A M …

General Statements

Chatham Historic Dockyard

Previous conservator employed by
the CHDT provided a report on
conservation needs and work in
Needs assessment of whole
progress at the time of being made
collection by previous conservator.
redundant.

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Conservation plan for listed items
needs consideration for action.
Conservation audit for Slip 3
collections needs acting on.

F IG .3.5.4.6 F IGUREHEAD IN MID - TREATMENT
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3.5.4.7. T U R N I N G
Museum/Collections discussed

O V E R A N E W L E A F IN

T E N T E RD E N ...

General Statements

Colonel Stephens Railway Museum Extreme humidity fluctuations

Ephemera, paper documents,
books, maps and plans

Challenging storage space
Problems arising from some poor
storage and display systems, and
the use of unsuitable materials

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Extended monitoring
Full preventative conservation
survey should be carried out
Archival housing to continue
Identify suitable storage for
collection items, away from display
material

F IG .3.5.4.7 A L ARGE VARIETY OF RAILWAY EPHEMERA IN
ARCHIVES
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F IG . 3.5.4.7 B M IXED MATERIALS INCLUDING PHOTOS AND
MAPS

3.5.4.8. G E T T I N G

C R A F T Y IN

SURREY…

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Craft Study Centre

Handling and storage advice given Textile chemise recommended for
handling
Assessment for full conservation
Reduce accessibility for both folios
Collaboration with a textile
until fully conserved
conservator
Could be important project for
conservation scientist

Two ‘elephant’ folios of textile
samplers with international
importance

F IG . 3.5.4.8 A T EXTILE COVERS ON LARGE F IG . 3.5.4.8 B S ERIOUS PROBLEMS
VOLUMES

OCCURRING TO TEXTILE SAMPLES DUE TO

Itemised Needs and Action Points

F IG . 3.5.4.8 C T EXTILES STUCK ON WITH
DETERIORATING ANIMAL GLUE

FORMAT
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3.5.4.9. A

H A N D I N N E E D IN

E AS T B O U R N E ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Eastbourne Museum Services

Environmental conditions
need alterations and some
conservation required

Archive Training and Monitoring of
stores

Local history collection for Eastbourne
and surrounding are

Integration of policies over different
Good understanding of object storage and display sites
housing, but need training for
archaeological metals need silica
archive housing
gel replacing and maintenance

F IG . 3.5.4.9 A A MYSTERIOUS HAND PRESENTED F IG . 3.5.4.9 B M ETAL DETECTED
COLLECTION , POORLY MOUNTED
AT THE R OAD S HOW

F IG . 3.5.4.9 C E XTREME CORROSION
PROBLEMS DUE TO POORLY MAINTAINED
SILICA GEL
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3.5.4.10. W A L K I N G

ON EGGSHELLS IN

F O L KE S T O N E ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Folkestone Museum

Poor storage methodology

New storage materials and training
session to implement

Natural History specimens

Conservation assessment of rest of
collection

F IG .3.5.4.10 F OLKESTONE M USEUM
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3.5.4.11. A C C I D E N T S

WILL HAPPEN…

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Hastings Museum and Art Gallery

Some serious issues regarding
water ingress in main building
affecting displays

Immediate control of
environmental conditions in store

Mould problem discovered in store
which needs addressing urgently

Serious mould problem in stores
Objects being damaged by mould

Major cleaning and stabilization
programme required by specialist
conservators

F IG . 3.5.4.11 C B OOKS SHOWING MOULD

F IG . 3.5.4.11 A W ATER DRIPS ON FRAME
F IG . 3.5.4.11 B T ORN CANVAS DUE TO
INAPPROPRIATE STORAGE
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Surveyor required for building
problems

ON COVERS

3.5.4.12. A

SN A P S H O T V I E W I N

W E Y B R I D G E ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

The London Bus Museum

Photographic storage with archive More monitoring required to assess
material in office
best storage for photographs

Photographic collection

Several areas for storage

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Archival housing a priority for
photographic collection

Large collection being catalogued
Handling training needed

F IG . 3.5.4.12 A M IXED BOXES OF

F IG . 3.5.4.12 B B OXES ARCHIVAL BUT

F IG . 3.5.4.12 C N ON - ARCHIVAL SLIDE

PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVES

BADLY PACKED

STORAGE
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3.5.4.13. A

S T I T C H I N T I M E S A VE S

P E T W O RT H ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Petworth Cottage Museum

Large textile collection

High light levels need to be reduced

Use of gas lights a concern

Isolating layers of Melinex
recommended for stacked textiles

Textile collection

Some display and storage issues
Display and storage issues can be
addressed with textile conservator
– max 3-4 days

F IG . 3.5.4.13 A C HILDREN ’ S CLOTHING
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F IG . 3.5.4.13 B . B ABY ’ S BOOTEE

3.5.4.14. S N I F F I N G

O U T P R OB L E M S A T T H E

ROYAL ENGINEERS MUSEUM…

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Royal Engineers Museum

Whole collection audit underway
(condition survey/conservation
needs being incorporated)

Conservation Assessments for
fundraising proposals (urgent
treatment needed for: Berlin Wall
and Sikh Armour)

Military vehicles on-site and at
CHDT store

Consider testing for VOCs and/or
use of charcoal cloth as a mitigation
measure

Mixed collections
(organics/metals/textiles/paintings/
Curator smelled large moth
paper/military)
infestation - treatment programme Large scale moth treatment and
begun
mitigation plan needed

Very large paper/book archive requesting help with conservation Consider links with UCL, Bartlett
audit for this
‘smelly books’ project (Strilic, 2009,
and:
Concern about suitability of
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
mounting materials (eg. blue felt) =zfrwjHMTw3g)
for medals
Overcrowding in some stores

F IG . 3.5.4.14 A . CLOTHES MOTH PROBLEM IN THE TEXTILE

F IG . 3.5.4.14 B P AINT LOSSES AND LIFTING PAINT ON SURFACE
OF B ERLIN W ALL SECTION .

COLLECTION
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3.5.4.15. P O I G N A N T
Museum/Collections discussed

PORTRAIT AT

ROYAL HOLLOWAY…

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Royal Holloway Collection

Environmental conditions variable Consolidation of surface advised
in University building
Control local heating by turning off
Annie Swynnerton, ‘The Young
Painting collection recently
radiators below paintings. & Do not
Gardeners’: Oil on canvas situated
recognized as important with new use individual lights for paintings in
in University corridor.
curator post instigated
corridor
Paintings need assessing urgently
for loan and to address
deterioration concerns

F IG . 3.5.4.15 A T HE Y OUNG G ARDENERS
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Assessment planned for paintings
through Surrey Heritage

F IG . 3.5.4.15 B D ETAIL OF PAINT SURFACE

3.5.4.16. B R I N G I N G

SO M E L IG H T O N T H E S I T U A T I O N I N

RYE…

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Rye Museum

A visit is requested to advise on
metal in stained glass window.
Victorian candle snuffers & sconce
brought to road show: being
treated by West Dean students

For Assessment: Penny farthing
bicycle and Stained glass window

Historic metals

Victorian metals forward plan for
cleaning and repackaging

F IG . 3.5.4.16 B X- RAY OF A CANDLE SNUFFER AND CANDLE
F IG . 3.5.4.16 A . C ANDLE SNUFFER

SCONCES
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3.5.4.17. W O R K I N G

O N A C H A I N G A N G IN

S IT T IN G B O U R N E …

Objects/Objective

General Statements

Sittingbourne and Kemsley Light
Railway, Steam engine

Carefully remove loose and flaking Ready for display
paint and clean all corroded areas
back to bare metal and apply
corrosion inhibitors and protective
layers

Current paintwork failing in areas
and flecking throughout

Outcome

Remove severely corroded and
Areas of surface rust and corrosion
wasted areas and replace with new
requiring treatment
suitable material
The cab is the most corroded area

Apply new paint layers and paint
detailing based on original paint
specification.
Reinstate brass plaques

F IG . 3.5.4.17 A S TEAM TRAIN IN - SITU .
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F IG . 3.5.4.17 B S EVERELY DETERIORATING COMPONENTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE ENGINE .

3.5.4.18. S O M E

T A R N I S H E D G O OD S I N

S P E L T H O R N E ...

Museum/Collections visited

General Statements

Spelthorne, Staines

Poor storage materials and storage Stabilisation of pewter plates; and
areas
investigation of source of corrosion

Primarily Archaeological: museum
& display

F IG .3.5.4.18 A A RCHAEOLOGICAL STORES

Itemised Needs and Action Points

New packaging materials and
training session to implement

F IG .3.5.4.18 B S USPICIONS OF ACTIVE CORROSION
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3.5.4.19. F L I G H T S

OF FANCY IN

T A N G M E R E ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Tangmere Aviation Museum

General advice on archive storage
requested.

Current use of ‘Arrowfile’ pockets
not supportive enough to archives –
recommend four-flap folders and
Melinex pockets

Aviation museum with advice
West Dean Book & paper course
needed for the storage and care of
students to assisted with
their archives.
assessment.

Advice given regarding the library
storage and handling

Good understanding of
environmental conditions and
general housekeeping

F IG . 3.5.4.19 A B OOKS SHELVED HORIZONTALLY IN L IBRARY
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F IG . 3.5.4.19 B S TUDENTS ASSIST WITH ASSESSMENT

3.5.4.20. H I D D E N

TREASURE IN

W I N C H E L SE A ...

Museum/Collections discussed

General Statements

Winchelsea Museum

Medieval panels in an inaccessible X-ray to elucidate structure
position and inappropriate framing
Pigment analysis and
for their importance
dendrochoronology optional to
Conservation assessment requested identify and date

Two medieval painted panels of
national importance

(privately funded, but resulting
from road show)

Itemised Needs and Action Points

Need reframing and repositioning
Possible research project

F IG . 3.5.4.20 A P ANEL SHOWING WHAT IS THOUGHT TO BE S T
P ETER
F IG . 3.5.4.20 B P ANEL OF EITHER S T P AUL OR S T L EONARD
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4. C ASE S TUDIES
4.1.1. The intention of the project team was not only to identify needs and provide advice and
training, but also to engage in remedial conservation where possible. This activity sought to
‘demystify’ the work of conservators and formed real, helpful relationships with staff and
volunteers that are often too busy or too worried about the financial implications to consider
approaching a conservator. This unfortunate tendency having been demonstrated in the results
of the survey (Q15) and there is a lack of understanding of what conservation means. This is not
a fault of the museums, more an indication that conservators and the conservation profession
need to engage more with museums and the public at large.
4.1.2. A series of case studies were carried out by conservators within a wide range of disciplines and
illustrate ‘best practice’. These case studies were prompted by requests from museums who
engaged with the CSI: South East Museums project by returning surveys and highlighting
priority remedial conservation concerns. Unless specified otherwise, the conservation remedial
work was carried out within regional conservation laboratories.
4.1.3. The case studies undertaken were those that were achievable within the timeframe and
budgets of this project. Other priority projects were treated as individual conservation
assessment case studies or itemised conservation needs, and are presented in section 4.2. The
case studies serve as examples of the types of intricate and/or standard remedial conservation
treatments that conservators may perform for care of collections. Some involve specific
materials analysis and documentation for curatorial research and/or public display; others are
concerned with stabilisation techniques that ensure the objects’ continued survival and
enjoyment by visitors in the museum.
4.1.4. Detailed reports for each conservation case study are included in the Appendix, and
conservation records were deposited with the objects’ museums. (Reporting styles within the
appendix vary, in respect to the different disciplines and conservators involved) A summary of
the key conservation undertakings and outcomes for each case study is presented below.
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4.2.

A RCHAEOLOGY

4.2.1. D O V E R M U S E U M : A R O M A N P O T

IN

FRAGMENTS

The pot was presented for conservation in order that it might be made suitable for display. The fine
quality of the thin ceramic body and missing fragments required professional assistance. The pot
fragments were adhered and supportive fills were created to a level which would enable the pot to be
safely displayed and ‘understood’ by the public.
Object/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome/Time Element

Fragments of a Roman Age ceramic Fragments adhered and supportive Stable vessel ready for display.
vessel
fills inserted.
4 days

For display

F IG . 4.2.1 A BEFORE TREATMENT
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F IG . 4.2.1 B AFTER TREATMENT

4.2.2. E A S T B O U R N E M U S E U M : A N G L O -S A X O N J E W E L L E R Y
Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

Anglo-Saxon jewellery

Stereo Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy

New insights into workshop
practice and details on these finely
decorated high status items.

Mechanical Cleaning

Identifications of MPOs

Repackaging

New display material

Investigative conservation and
cleaning for display, to better
understand and appreciate the
collection.
Readiness for display alongside
results of the HLF funded
Eastbourne Ancestors Exhibition.

14 days

F IG . 4.2.2 B AFTER TREATMENT
F IG 4.2.2 A BEFORE TREATMENT : GILDED COPPER ALLOY PIN
WITH PEARL AND GARNETS INLAY .

F IG 4.2.2 C REVERSE OF A BROOCH WITH MPO TEXTILES
4.2.2 D SEM PHOTO OF THE MPO TEXTILE .
( REMAINS OF BURIAL GARMENT ) PRESERVED IN THE CORROSION
FROM THE IRON PIN .

F IG
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Eastbourne Museum continued...

F IG
4.2.2 E A DISC BROOCH , BEFORE CLEANING - CONTRASTING
GOLD AND BLACK AREAS OF DESIGN NOT VISIBLE .

F IG .4.2.2 F SEM
- BLACK
AREAS ARE REMAINING SURFACE DEPOSITS .
IMAGE OF GILT ( WHITE ) AND NOT GILT ( GREY ) AREAS

4.2.3. E A S T B O U R N E M U S E U M : S H I E L D B O S S
Object/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

A Anglo-Saxon Shield Boss

Stabilisation treatment applied.

Object improved appearance for
display and educational purposes.

Stabilise

Repacked with regenerated silica
gel.

Stability improved

.5 day

F IG . 4.2.3 A BEFORE TREATMENT
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F IG . 4.2.3 B AFTER TREATMENT

4.2.4. E A S T B O U R N E M U S E U M : S E V E R E D H A N D
Object/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

Desiccated ‘human’ hand, with no Microscopy
known provenance
Repacked with regenerated silica
gel.
Investigate and stabilise

Investigative programme designed
Stability improved
Consultation with British Museum
desiccated human remains
conservator

determine whether it is a Egyptian;
or a ‘Hand of Glory’ (historical good
luck talisman); or other.
(http://www.chateaugruyeres.ch/e/chateau/collection/c
ollection0101.html, accessed
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_A1uXbK
30/3/13)
9uGxE/SaCHK2KWTI/AAAAAAAAAuE/40Ct1GSExamination, Research, Packaging:
7AA/s1600-h/DSC_0179.JPG (Fig b,
1.5 days and ongoing
accessed 30/3/13)

F IG . 4.2.4 A BEFORE TREATMENT

F IG .4.2.4 B SIMILAR HAND - E GYPTIAN
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4.2.5. H A S T I N G S M U S E U M : T W O R O M A N

SHOE SOLES

The leather shoes were presented for conservation because they appeared very dry and friable. The shoes
were minimally consolidated and loose/delaminating layers of leather adhered.

Object/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

Roman leather shoes (one with iron Consolidation to mitigate against
hobnails)
further surface loss.
Support Mount made

Stable to be returned to display.

2 days

Stabilisation

F IG . 4.2.5 A BEFORE TREATMENT
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F IG .4.2.5 B BEFORE TREATMENT

4.2.6. M A I D S T O N E M U S E U M : I M P R O V E M E N T S
COLLECTIONS

IN

M E T A L S S T O RE R O O M

Around 25 boxes of Anglo-Saxon metal artefacts were excavated in the 1860s and later presented for
investigative conservation, repackaging and future exhibition. The finds were X-rayed and examined
microscopically. Associated remains (e.g. wood, textiles and insects) and technological/decorative features
were documented. Selected objects were cleaned to reveal ‘original surfaces’ and decorative features. Objects
were repackaged in archival materials.

Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Anglo-Saxon iron artefacts - whole X-Radiography
collections from misc +2 sites dug in
Stereo Microscopy
1860s.

Investigative conservation, and
accessible, packaging to better
understand and appreciate the
collections.
collaboration with volunteers
Suggestions for new displays of the
collections.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Outcome/Time Element

Rationalised and accessible storage
of the collections.
New discoveries of finely decorated
high status items. and
Identifications of MPOs

Mechanical Cleaning
Repackaging

Press coverage and New display
material
Issue of longterm stability of old
coatings remains and should be
explored through collaboration with
conservation scientists.

30 days + 75 volunteer hrs.

Funding for this case study was subsidised by the Kent Archaeological Society (KAS), as the majority of this
project consists of KAS collections held in care by Maidstone Museum.
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Maidstone Museum continued...

F IG . 4.2.6 A V OLUNTEERS AT WORK REPACKAGING
F IG . 4.2.6 B X- RAY PLATE REVEALING DECORATIVE FEATURES

F IG . 4.2.6 C A LTERNATING BLOCKS OF FINE CROSSED GOLD ,
COPPER , AND SILVER INLAY , REVEALED THROUGH MECHANICAL
CLEANING WITH AN AIR ABRASIVE MACHINE .
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F IG . 4.2.6 D D URING TREATMENT - REVEALING THE ‘ ORIGINAL
SURFACE ’ OF SILVER INLAID STRIP ON IRON BUCKLE .

Maidstone Museum continued...

F IG . 4.2.6 E DETERIORATION OLD ‘ LACQUER ’

F IG .4.2.6 F D EGRADATION PRODUCTS ON LACQUER SURFACE

4.2.7. S T E Y N I N G M U S E U M : I R O N S P E A R H E A D
Object/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

Iron Spearhead

X-Radiography

Stability, and accessibility improved.

Stabilisation

Cleaning
Repackaging

F IG . 4.2.7 A SPEARHEAD ARRIVED IN POOR PACKAGING

1 day

F IG . 4.2.7 B AFTER TREATMENT
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4.2.8. T U N B R I D G E W E L L S M US E U M : M AM M O T H T U S K
Object/Objective

Remedial Work

Fragments of Mammoth Tusk

Fragments adhered/reconstructed Stable and returned for display.
and gap-fills applied for aesthetic
Mitigation procedures against
and supportive purposes.
possible harmful VOCs from old
Lightweight mount made to provide coating (on-going)
support for display.
Candidate for future conservation
Testing of old lacquer/coating
science research.

Repair for display

Outcome / Time Element

8 days

F IG . 4.2.8 A B EFORE TREATMENT
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F IG . 4.2.8 B D URING TREATMENT

4.3.

S OCIAL H ISTORY

4.3.1. E L M B R I D G E M U S E U M : P L A S T E R
Object/Objective

Plaster model of WWI soldier

Material identification

MODEL

Remedial Work

Outcome/ Time Element

Stabilisation

Material i.d. corrected from clay to
plaster.

Repair
Stable to be returned to museum.

Re-adhere hand
1.5 hrs.

F IG . 4.3.1 A BEFORE TREATMENT

F IG . 4.3.1 B D URING TREATMENT
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4.3.2. T H E L O N D O N B U S M US E U M : T I C KE T M A C H IN E
Object/Objective

Investigative Work

Outcome / Time Element

1960’s Bus conductor’s ticket
machine: mixed materials

X-Radiography

Returned with documentation of
materials identifications and X-Ray
images for educational purposes.

X-Ray Fluorescence

X-ray to illustrate complexity of
internal workings.

.5 day

F IG 4.3.2 B D IGITAL X- RAY IMAGE OF TICKET MACHINE FROM
SIDE VIEW .
F IG 4.3.2 A D IGITAL X- RAY IMAGE OF TICKET MACHINE

4.3.3. T H E R O Y A L E N G I N E E R S M U S E U M : B E R L IN W A L L
This iconic piece of architectural fragment was brought back from Berlin by The Royal Engineers, who
participated in the Wall’s deconstruction. Having spent most of its life outside and recently been brought to an
internal gallery, the wall and its late 20th century graffiti are suffering from spalling concrete plus powdering
and flaking paint layers. The complexities of this conservation problem and scale of any possible intervention
required a concentrated research, analysis and testing project in order to make informed decisions about the
future of this display object.
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Object/Objective

Analysis & Remedial Experimental Outcome / Time Element
Work

The largest section of the Berlin
Wall outside of Berlin

Concrete sample: X-Ray Diffraction Materials Identifications and
& Scanning
condition assessment.

Analysis of degradation problem.

Electron Microscopy

Paint layers: solubility tests &
Suggestions for full-scale treatment
examination by microscopy
to stabilise.

Treatment proposals:
methodological statements &
Health/Safety logistics and
recommendations

Trials of appropriate consolidation Public Engagement and trials
materials
scheduled,in collaboration with UCL
MSc student project

3 days + ongoing

F IG . 4.3.3 A B EFORE MOVING INSIDE MUSEUM

F IG . 4.3.3 B P AINT LOSS AND LIFTING PAINT ON WALL

F IG . 4.3.3 C M ICRO - CRACKING AND POWDERING ON SURFACE F IG . 4.3.3 D . R EVERSE OF WALL FLAKE - IRON PARTICLES ?
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4.3.4. T H E R O Y A L E N G I N E E R S M U S E U M : S I K H A R M O U R
This very complex conservation project involves collaboration between a textiles and metal conservator. Work
was done to investigate and refine conservation/fundraising proposals.

Object/Objective

Materials I.D. and Work Towards
Fundraising

Outcome / Time Element

18th century metal and silk Sikh
Armour

X-Radiography

Illustrated condition assesment

SEM

Staged treatment proposal
designed and costed

Make a conservation assessment
Conservation treatment and display
and treatment design for a funding
assessment.
Collaborative work between textile
proposal.
& metals conservators
Repackaging
2 days

F IG . 4.3.4 B ROLLED GOLD STRIP WOUND AROUND SILK
F IG . 4.3.4 A X- RAY OF HELMET
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The Royal Engineers Museum continued...

F IG . 4.3.4 C DAMAGED SILK

F IG . 4.3.4 D CHAINMAIL
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4.3.5. D O R K I N G M U S E U M : P O R C E L A I N P O R T R A I T
Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

AND

FRAME

Outcome / Time Element

A ‘porcelain’ portrait bust plaque Mechanical Cleaning
Re-identification of object
from Dorking Museum mounted in
a hardwood veneer frame with gold Research into conservation of wax Cleaned
techniques
coloured mount and glass front.
Stabilisation repairs
Refurbishment of frame
Conservation to repair cracks and
Able to be displayed
remount
Reframing
2.5 days

F IG . 4.3.5 A P LAQUE BEFORE CLEANING
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F IG . 4.3.5 B P LAQUE AFTER CONSERVATION

4.3.6. H A S T I N G S M U S E U M : P O R C E L A I N A S P A R A G U S T U R E E N
Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome/ Time Element

Chelsea Porcelain Asparagus tureen Mechanical Cleaning
1752-1756. Early English slip cast
porcelain lidded tureen in form of a Running cracks repaired

Able to be displayed

bundle of asparagus.

Conservation

Repackaged with acid-free
materials

2 days

F IG . 4.3.6 A S HOWING DISCOLOURED CRACKS ON BASE

F IG . 4.3.6 B A FTER CONSERVATION
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4.3.7. H E N F I E L D M U S E U M : 18 T H

CENTURY

M E D I C AL D I C T I O N AR Y

Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

Henfield Medical Dictionary 1737

Mechanical Cleaning

Able to be accessed

Boards re-hinged with new cloth
attachment

For display

Conservation

Leather re-adhered to boards

F IG . 4.3.7 A B OOK BOARDS DETACHED AND LEATHER
DELAMINATING
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3 days

F IG . 4.3.7 B A FTER CONSERVATION , FULLY FUNCTIONAL

4.3.8. H E N F I E L D M U S E U M : C L O T H B I N D I N G 1893-4
Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time Element

Henfield - Banner of Faith

Mechanical Cleaning

Able to be accessed

Conservation of cloth binding

New case attachment made using
lined spine piece

For display

2 days

F IG .4.3.8 A B OOK BOARDS LOOSE AND SPINE DETACHED

F IG 4.3.8 B A FTER CONSERVATION , FULLY FUNCTIONAL
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4.3.9. S I T T I N G B O U R N E H E R IT A G E M U S E U M : P A M P HL E T A L B U M
Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time element

Sittingbourne - Pamphlet Album

Mechanical Cleaning and Rusty
staples removed

For storage

Cleaning and Consolidation of
structure. Re-house

Phase box made for safe storage

Full conservation treatment
required for full access to pamphlet
material

1 day

F IG . 4.3.9 A P AMPHLETS DIRTY AND CHEMICALLY

F IG . 4.3.9 B A FTER SOME CONSERVATION , READY FOR SAFE

DETERIORATED

STORAGE
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4.3.10.
S I T T I N G B O U R N E H E R IT A G E M U S E U M : J O P S OM F A M I L Y
DOCUMENTS
Objects/Objective

Remedial Work

Outcome / Time element

Sittingbourne - Jopsom Family
Documents

Mechanical Cleaning and Treatment For access and/or display
of mould

Cleaning and Repair of insect
damage

Melinex sleeves for individual items
and phase box made for safe
storage of collection

3 days

Re-house

F IG . 4.3.10 A I NSECT DAMAGE ON DEATH CERTIFICATE

F IG . 4.3.10 B A FTER PAPER REPAIR AND RELINING ,

READY FOR

SAFE STORAGE
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5. P REVENTIVE C ONSERVATION R EPORT
5.1. Initially the project team were asked to work in collaboration with RP&M Preventative Officer;
however this position was not filled until March 2013, towards the end of the project. The project
team was formed with a view to having skills in this area, so were able to take up the responsibility
of this role as a vital part of the delivery and assessment of the project brief.
5.2. Preventive conservation describes the passive side of collection care in conservation, and it can make
a massive contribution to the stability and longevity of collections. Cleaning and housing
programmes are classified as preventive measures along with controlling the environmental
conditions such as visible light, UV, temperature and relative humidity. Pest management is another
aspect of preventive conservation.
5.3. The concern with small, volunteer-run museums is that these vital preventive tasks, often requiring
regular monitoring and updates, are not part of the routine duties taken on by the volunteer team,
or that the resources available to the museums, human or financial, are insufficient to meet the level
needed to maintain a consistent regime. The Museum Accreditation Scheme does provide a
framework for these activities, but not all museums are able to participate, or have the resources to
do so.
5.4. Preservation Assessments were offered as part of the project to target the most vulnerable
collections and give advice to those museums who are struggling with the logistics and technical
aspects. Monitoring devices such as UV & Lux meter, electronic monitor for temperature and relative
humidity, torches (normal and UV) and moisture meter were used to make on the spot assessments
of conditions during a walk-through of the museum building including storage and display areas.
External checks were made if possible for any issues that might impact on the museum collection.
The following were checked using a prompt list for each room: security; environment - especially
relative humidity (RH) and temperature; heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC); fire &
electrical hazards; water threats from damp to floods; light; insects, pests and mould; and pollution.
5.5. The preventive assessments we have done highlight the difficulties some museums experience for a
variety of reasons. The biggest problem often concerns the building itself, which may be totally
unsuited to housing a mixed museum collection. Where refurbishment is possible, the environments
are usually controllable and manageable, however some museums have no control over their
buildings, in one case it is rented with restrictive conditions that doesn’t allow internal thermal
insulation, and another is situated so close to the sea you can taste the sea spray. Often, these
environments are not able to be controlled without massive structural alterations, so more creative
solutions are required to mitigate the most pernicious environmental effects.
5.6. Of the museums that request help in this area it is not surprising that they do not normally have
access to monitoring equipment. As a result, the assessment can only give a brief snapshot of the
conditions on the day of the visit, which inevitably involved all the radiators on, and turning on the
lights. However, this quick check provided much more than technical data, it also allowed a certain
amount of questioning to take place, whereby more pertinent information could be gleaned. We
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discovered how often the curators visit their stores; if every aisle has misplaced items or unknown
damage then we assumed that (even knowing a visit is planned) the curator has not checked the
store recently. When we were told that a door leading directly to the museum is left open in the
summer, we anticipate a certain amount of pollution or insect activity.
5.7. It is clear from the assessments we have done that this is a needed area for museums and the RP&M
Preventative Officer will be a valuable resource in the region. There is a great deal of knowledge
within the museum staff and volunteer community, however there is also so much information
available and so much to do that it can be difficult to prioritise tasks effectively.
5.8. Currently, the majority of museums do not have a dedicated service or plan and are reliant on their
own resources should a disaster occur. Our assessments highlighted a desperate need for emergency
advice and equipment especially relating to mould outbreaks. Freezers owned by larger museums
are also a valuable commodity which could be a useful resource for smaller museums with limited
space.
5.9. The mixed material nature of collections also provides a challenge for museums and advice is needed
to distinguish between the needs of very different materials. Our collection assessments undertaken
by conservation specialists in different disciplines have gone some way to provide specific
information for the optimum environmental conditions for some of these collections. This is an area
where the collaboration between the RP&M Preventative Officer and conservators can potentially
provide the most support and make an impact on the long term stability of the region’s collections.
5.10. It is worth noting that the survey respondents ranked ‘Basic Preventative Conservation Skills’ as their
highest priority for training and certainly this is one area where the basics can go a very long way to
protecting collections and alerting staff to a risk or damage already occurring. Basic training
programmes should be seen as one of the best value ways to help protect the region’s heritage from
avoidable risks. The worth of such programmes has already been proved by such institutions as
English Heritage with their ‘Integrated Pest Management System’.
(http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/imported-docs/fj/guideline_insect_pest_management_at_eh_historic_props.pdf - accessed 30/3/13)
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6. T RAINING , E VENTS & A DVICE
6.1.

T RAINING

6.1.1. The initial museum survey was used to provide the project team with training information
specific to the needs of individual museums. A list of training options were suggested and
museums invited to rate their importance, which enabled the team to identify areas of training
museum staff and volunteers considered necessary or beneficial to them. This information was
used to create a programme of training events that will reach beyond the timeframe of the
project, again accessible by MDOs to plan their own future training needs programmes.
6.1.2. Further training desires were gathered and finely honed during interviews with museum
workers, during museum visits, events and training sessions. This information will be given to
the MDOs. The desire for, and importance of, developing skills and self-reliance within museum
staff and volunteers cannot be underestimated.
6.1.3. One of the key messages from the museums is that there is a desperate need for funding in
order to address some major issues within Collection Care programmes. It is with this in mind
that a ‘Fundraising Workshop’ will be provided for the museums in April 2013. This workshop
will be led by a professional fundraiser for the National Trust and will give museums an insight
into how to apply for funding specific to practical conservation and who to apply to. It is hoped
that a representative of a funding organisation (ACE, HLF or EH) will be available to come along
and discuss what they are looking for in a funding application.
6.1.4. Two multidisciplinary training days were scheduled as part of this project, one for each subregion. These were designed as half-day sessions so that a greater number of attendees could
benefit from the training. A third training day (see below) is planned for a period of good
weather; and further workshops on mounting techniques for storage and display are especially
recommended.
6.1.5. Chatham.
Five different specialisms were represented, and participants were given the opportunity to
participate in 1 or 2 half day workshops with either a paintings, paper/book, archaeological,
textiles, or historic/industrial materials accredited conservator. The format for each session
consisted of short talks followed by participatory work with specialist tools and equipment.
There was ample opportunity for question/answers time and also some condition surveying
practical work.
6.1.6. Lewes.
This training day (planned for April 5th 2013) covered basic preventive skills for books & paper,
textiles and objects in museum collections. Accredited conservators in each discipline were
asked to deliver basic preventive care information that address the identification of damage,
cleaning and handling advice, and discuss housing and storage solutions; with practical
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examples at the end of each session items to consolidate the basic principles covered in the
training.
6.1.7. Brook Agricultural Museum.
On-site training sessions, tailored to specific needs of individual collections is felt to be an
excellent means to deliver high quality training in a more practical, memorable and more cost
effective way. ‘Conservation Spring Cleaning’ training for volunteers at the museum, and open
to others who work with similar collections, is scheduled for May 2013. The day will focus on
priority items put forward by the museum, but will also include general considerations for
agricultural materials.
6.1.8. More in-house training programmes would be beneficial to the region and if other museum
staff or volunteers with similar collections are involved, it would be an efficient use of
resources.
6.1.9. Further training is planned as a direct result of the research into the most vulnerable collections
in the region. Practical textile training is planned in May 2013, funded by SMG, in Worthing, and
others in Kent.

6.2.

E VENTS

6.2.1. Four road shows were delivered on 5-8 December 2012, one in each county of the South East
region. Additional accredited conservators were invited to augment the range of advice given,
and printed leaflets from Icon and the Preservation Advisory Centre (PAC) were gathered as
hand outs for visitors.
6.2.2. The road shows were held as the initial direct contact between museum staff and volunteers
and the CSI South East Museums team. They were fundamental in establishing a friendly face to
the project and conservation, and to enable museum staff to talk to a range of conservation
specialists gathered in one place. Each conservator present had a show-case table displaying
the type of conservation work they do, objects in varying degrees of repair and photographic
examples of work completed. A digital microscope was available so that objects could be
analysed in real time and images captured directly onto a laptop. A selection of conservation
and other relevant publications were available as further examples of conservation work.
6.2.3. The venues for the road shows were: Brooklands Museum on Wednesday 5th December; The
Forum Shopping Centre, Sittingbourne (CSI: Sittingbourne HQ) on Thursday 6th December;
Hastings Museum and Art Gallery on Friday 7th December; and finally Fishbourne Roman
Palace on Saturday 8th December.
6.2.4. Brooklands Museum gave us one of their conference rooms which was ideal. The venue at
Sittingbourne allowed the CSI team to set up their tables in the thoroughfare of the shopping
centre itself, raising the awareness of conservation with members of the public as a beneficial
side-effect. The Durbar Room at Hastings Museum was chosen on the day as it is a stunning
wooden panelled room, with a viewing gallery. At Fishbourne, the team decided to set up in the
foyer of the Discovery Centre, as it provided a good view of the Conservation Laboratory and
Conservation Store. The conference room at Fishbourne was used to view objects and discuss
conservation proposals. With the exception of Fishbourne, all the venues were able to offer
their spaces at no expense to the project.
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6.2.5. Members of the CSI team, whose disciplines cover: books and paper; archives; preservation;
archaeological; ethnographic objects and mixed media; ceramics & glass conservation were on
hand to greet visitors and to give specialist advice. The team also invited some visiting experts
to supplement the advice available. These were: Sarah Cove and Mary Bustin, paintings
conservators; Zenzie Tinker, textile conservator; Mariluz Beltran de Guevara, parchment
conservator; and West Dean College ceramics tutor Lorna Calcutt and students. Lucy Martin,
designer, illustrator and photographer, was engaged to take a record of the events for press
releases and other promotional media.
6.2.6. Museum staff and volunteers throughout the South East were invited to drop in between 10am
and 4pm and to bring objects along for advice and for consideration as case studies. These
objects were photographed and an assessment form filled in by the relevant conservator, giving
an estimation of the time for the individual object or collection.
6.2.7. A wide variety of objects as well as photographs of objects were brought in, to assess for
conservation needs. These included paintings and frames, photographs, puppets, archives,
maps, books, parchment indentures, a bus ticket machine, plaques of porcelain and stone, Sikh
Armour, pottery, archaeological objects, a large number of textiles and many other interesting
artefacts.
6.2.8. Being based at different museums meant the experts on hand on the day were able to make
visits to their stores and offer advice on collections as a whole. As we were at Fishbourne
Roman Palace on the final day, we were able to show off the Conservation Laboratory which
was used to conserve objects as part of the project.
6.2.9. Despite the short notice of the road show events and the busy time of year for many museums
we had approximately 80 visitors over the four days, from 38 different museums. Each visitor
was given copies of the survey and guide in order to assess the collections in their museum.
Completion of the survey was essential to the success of the data gathering required for the
project, and its importance was emphasised at the road shows.
6.2.10. A separate table was set up to accommodate conservation advice leaflets from the PAC,
leaflets from Icon, and some conservation resource reference books. Visitors were encouraged
to take leaflets and each visitor was also given a textile bag which listed all the museums in the
South East, a handy reminder of the project and hopefully, useful too.

6.3.

A DVICE

6.3.1. Various approaches were used to reach the museum community in order to deliver advice. The
most useful being direct contact at the individual museum where issues were discussed and
material assessed in the specific environments concerned. This was most successfully done on
site visits for preservation or collection assessments, and benefitted from two or more
assessors with different specialisms on hand. Independent research by Katarina Kremmida,
Hampshire and Isle of Wight MDO confirms that face to face consultations are preferred by
museum workers. (Sarah Corn, meeting 28/2/13)
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6.3.2. At the road shows, where a group of conservators were available in one room to discuss
individual items brought by museums, the feedback from visitors was very positive - noting that
it was rare for more than one conservator to be in the same room at a time; so the road shows
demonstrated conservation as a unified profession. Visitors were quick to take advantage of
this phenomenon by talking to each conservator in turn and making the best use of their time.
The conservators also benefitted from this group collaboration, establishing positive networks
and becoming more aware of the similarities (and inevitably, the differences) between the
disciplines. The most vulnerable items could not travel, so the sample of items brought to such
an event was self-limiting, but a wide variety of objects were assessed, many of which led to
actual conservation case studies reported here.
6.3.3. The repetition of the road show model on an annual basis would not only maintain the
momentum created by the pilot project, but would also keep the conservation needs of the
region at the forefront of museum workers’ minds. By providing a regular forum for discussion
and meeting conservators informally, the education and training process can carry on
influencing collection care decisions well into the future.
6.3.4. As a result of the email contact made at the beginning of the project many museums used this
as a means of getting conservation advice from the project team. There are a significant
number of museum workers who are computer literate and are comfortable accessing
information via the internet. Online data is therefore an economical and efficient method for
providing conservation advice to this group, and is utilised by other regions to great effect, for
example - SHARE Museums East (www.sharemuseumseast.org.uk).
6.3.5. The project blog (csisoutheastmuseums.wordpress.com) was used as another conduit for
contacting museums, and a wider audience, and is intended to become a legacy for the project.
The blog has the advantage of incorporating images, being multi-authored and available 24/7.
For longer projects it is perfect for establishing a ‘friendly face’ for project activities and can be
designed for interactivity, with forums and messaging spaces. The project also used the SMG
website which posts news items and has a members’ space with a forum facility. Ideally,
projects with a region-wide remit would be better advertised and disseminated with a regionwide website.
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7. L EGACY
7.1. There are a number of legacies this project will establish for the region that directly relate to ongoing conservation needs.

7.2.

C ONSERVATION M ATERIAL & E QUIPMENT B ANK

7.2.1. The two regional labs at Fishbourne Roman Palace and Chatham historic Dockyard will be used
as repositories for the material and equipment bank. It is a common desire for museums in the
region to only want a small amount of materials at a time, due mainly to a lack of storage space,
or a limited time for housing and cleaning activities. The large postage and packing fees of the
conservation suppliers, and of course the high cost of conservation grade materials often
results in the sourcing of materials more locally. However, this can lead to the purchase of
inappropriate or non-archival materials, in an attempt to make the money go further. The
material bank could be one solution to this problem. However, as a legacy it has a finite life and
value, in that once the materials are used there is currently no provision for replacement of
supplies. Also, the management of the materials will fall to the respective regional MDOs and
curators at the regional labs, and their goodwill.
7.2.2. A suggestion is material may be taken invigilated by the MDO to an agreed maximum for each
museum with the steering group. Sample archive boxes will be left in the store as examples of
the different sizes and types available from the suppliers.
7.2.3. In discussion with museum staff and volunteers a list of the most useful items has been
produced (see Appendix). These supplies will be used for conservation housing, cleaning and
protection.
7.2.4. Some materials are already in store, left over from conservation case studies at Fishbourne. A
number of Thermohygrometers (12 clockwork pen and paper models), a whirling hygrometer
and several dial hygrometers are also the Fishbourne store (with a stack of graph paper, spare
pens and instructions), donated by Kumiko Matsuoka from the British Library who no longer
use these model types. It is the intention that these reliable and useful monitors can be offered
out on loan to museums as a valuable assessment tool. The Brighton and Hove Preservation
Officer is invited to take charge of the lending and distribution of the devices region-wide, in
collaboration with the curator at Fishbourne. Training will be required for museum staff in their
use, and for the devices to be calibrated before going out on loan.
7.2.5. Practical toolboxes will be available for loan at each of the regional labs for cleaning and
mounting of paper, books and objects. Also available are costings, supplier lists, COSHH
documentation and instructions for the individual museums to make up themselves. See the
Appendix for a comprehensive list of the toolboxes available.
7.2.6. There is also a real need for conservation-related equipment. The material banks could house
larger pieces of equipment that individual, small museums are not able to store or afford to
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buy. Large savings can be made if museums are able to utilise their volunteers for housing and
cleaning projects, and this is also a good use of their limited resources. Items that have been
requested are conservation vacuums and a polyester welding machine. Along with the welding
machine other large items such as cutting mat and rulers could also be made available for
housing projects. These pieces of equipment will complement the training that the project is
delivering - by allowing the smaller museums to implement much needed housing and cleaning
programmes without the huge financial outlay.

7.3.

T RAINING L EGACY

7.3.1. Training legacy can be expected as the museum development officers utilise the data from the
surveys and assessments to form training programmes tailored to regional needs. As a direct
result of the project additional conservation trainers and successful formats are available for
future training days.
7.3.2. A continued, regular programme of directed training is recommended to make the most impact
on vulnerable collections.

7.4.

S HARED I NFORMATION

7.4.1. A large amount of information has been gathered on all aspects of conservation, in a wide
variety of disciplines. This conservation resource list (toolkit) will be shared with museums on
demand and online by posting on the Sussex Museums Group website, and others where
possible. It will also be available as a Word document for distribution by the MDOs when
enquiries are made. The possibility of a SHAREsoutheast website is an exciting prospect for the
future - with the potential to provide a regional forum for discussing issues and sharing
conservation information. The project team see a clear need for such an online resource as it
would make future projects more visible and accessible.

7.5.

O NGOING D IALOGUES

7.5.1. Introductions made and contact between museum staff and volunteers are encouraged to
continue through further training and consultation visits. A list of conservators in the region has
been created and will be available on-line.
7.5.2. The successful outcome for the steering group is a reminder of what can be achieved when
professionals work together towards a common goal. It is hoped that this group networking will
continue across the region to facilitate more successful projects.
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8. S UMMARY & R ECOMMENDATIONS
8.1. As an innovative pilot project designed to assess the conservation needs of museums in the South
East region this endeavour has been productive and successful - every aim met, above and beyond
what has been required and within budget, despite the short timeframe. The methodology created
by the SMG steering group and its leadership has been particularly effective.
8.2. With diligence and the invaluable support of the steering group the project team have met the
challenge to deliver the aims and objectives on time. We leave a large volume of evidential work,
most of which is contained in the Appendix, to form a repository of information which will guide the
regional MDOs and museums in making successful applications for conservation in the future.
8.3. The reception of conservators from museum staff and volunteers was friendly and welcome in all the
museums visited, and as a relationship-building exercise it has been particularly effective. The
discussions between conservator and curator have been enlightening on both sides; the dedication
and enthusiasm shown by volunteers, uplifting.
8.4. Conservators have worked together, offering a multidisciplinary approach to museums, for the
benefit of collections, volunteers, professional museum staff, and ultimately the general public.
Conservators have shown they can work collaboratively and professionally, involving conservation
students and volunteers in real work situations and are advocates for the profession.
8.5. Much has been written by conservation professionals about strategies for surveying for conservation
needs; considerations for removing bias, and the importance of defining purpose and focus towards
meaningful survey results (Keene, 2002, pp.139-160; Taylor and Stevenson, 1999). The CSI: South
East Museums Team, therefore, took a measured approach to their appraisal of conservation needs
across the region. They liaised amongst their different specialisms and contracted in advice outside
their specialisms. They designed survey forms to enable easy manipulation of the data, and
correlation with the MDO databases, and refined the surveying technique and data collection as the
project progressed.
8.6. Although the survey work undertaken as part of the pilot project was not a conservation audit, the
data gathered under this heading can be used to build future, more detailed Collections Care
management plans. Collections managers carry out audits based on the types of collections, their
significance, and condition in relation to: ‘displayability’, stability and health & safety. These are
usually called ‘Collections Reviews’ and consulting these is a good starting point for any further
conservation survey work.
8.7. It should be noted that apart from replies in written surveys additional priority items were put
forward by curators, when meeting face to face in many cases - highlighting the importance of
continual dialogue and a personal approach to working with museums. Many museum staff find the
relationships forged with the regional MDOs extremely useful, and the museums in Surrey also
benefit from the extra allocation of expertise represented in Hazel Neill, who has also been an
invaluable help to this project.
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8.8. Regular road shows with collection ‘surgeries’ would be a useful way to keep momentum going
within Collection Care activities.
8.9. Every Museum in the region needs at least one visit with a conservator and collections manager in
the storerooms and galleries. Dialogues face to face result in high quality training sessions and
exchange of information. Both pairs of eyes see new things and tease out needs far better than
either working alone.
8.10. Collaboration between the MDOs, RP&M Preventative Officer and conservators can potentially
provide a great deal of support and make an impact on the long term stability of the region’s
collections by directly addressing the specific needs of mixed collections and identifying problem
areas.
8.11. Training and education must be targeted for housing, packing and display solutions tailored to
specific needs of specific materials as storage and display mounting techniques are poor in some
areas of every museum visited in this study and knowledge of creating micro-environments and
more sustainable measures of collections care are lacking amongst all museum types.
8.12. Exhibition designs and plans do not normally include appropriate conservation advice or knowledge
at the funding stage which should be addressed.
8.13. Basic training programmes in preventive conservation should be seen as one of the best value ways
to help protect the region’s heritage from avoidable risks. Training in practical tasks also needs to be
supported by access to the right materials and equipment, so that museums are able to utilise their
volunteers for housing and cleaning projects, which is an efficient use of their limited resources.
8.14. More education with regard to the degradation of materials would be useful in the region. Data
collected from museums that have carried out detailed collections audits is reliable in terms of
conservation needs for future exhibitions, but not necessarily for physical and chemical degradation
issues.
8.15. The use of on-line digital data is an economical and efficient method for providing conservation
advice, such as the website organised by SHARE Museums East. This could be a useful resource for
the South East region.
8.16. A more collaborative approach to Collection Care in museums is called for, with clear responsibilities
for maintaining regional data pertaining to shareable materials, equipment, resources and disaster
recovery services.
8.17. This project needs to mark a renewal of a much closer relationship between the museums and the
conservation profession. Conservators can make significant contributions towards museum
education, outreach and publicity activities, which is currently lacking. The new raised awareness of
conservation provided by this project is an ideal starting point to make a real difference to our
regional collections.
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9. A PPENDIX C ONTENTS
Confidential - information or the documents within are not to be passed onto third parties without the
permission of the person or persons involved. Many of the appendix documents are available by request
and/or online.

1) Collection/Objects Assessments
a)

Archaeology
i) Battle - Axe and archaeological
metals on display
ii) Eastbourne - Anglo-Saxon Jewellery
iii) Maidstone Museum – Storeroom
iv) Spelthorne - Museum and Display
v) Steyning - Iron spearhead
b) Books & Paper/Archives
i) Craft Study Centre - Two textile
sample books
ii) Colonel Stephens Railway - Archives
iii) Storrington - Archives
iv) Tangmere - Archives and library
c) Ethnography & Agricultural
i) Agricultural Brook
ii) Royal Engineers - Sikh Armour
d) Furniture/Wood
i) Chatham
e) Metal
i) Sittingbourne Railway Museum Steam train
ii) Rye - Victorian metalwork
f) Mixed Collection
i) Canterbury - Stores and Display
ii) Eastbourne - Assessment of mixed
store in Town Hall
iii) Royal Engineers – Stores
g) Paintings
i) Eastbourne - Hollywell, oil on canvas
ii) Canterbury - Painting collection
iii) Chatham - Painting collection
iv) Hastings - Painting collection
v) Pallant House - Painting collection
vi) Royal Holloway - The Young
Gardeners, oil on canvas

vii) Winchelsea - Medieval panels
(privately funded)
h) Photograph
i) London Bus
ii) The Lightbox
i) Preservation
i) Chobham
ii) Hastings
iii) Seaford
j) Taxidermy
i) Canterbury
k) Textiles
i) Petworth Cottage
ii) Shere
iii) Tunbridge Wells - Banner

2) Case Studies
a)

Archaeology
i) Battle - Roman leather shoes
ii) Eastbourne - Anglo-Saxon Jewellery
iii) KAS & Maidstone Museum - AngloSaxon metals
iv) Shorne Visitors’ Centre - Ampulla
(privately funded)
v) Sittingbourne Heritage Museum - CSI
Project (subsidised)
vi) Steyning - Iron spearhead
vii) Tunbridge Wells - Mammoth tusk
b) Books & Paper
i) Henfield - Dictionary 1737
ii) Henfield - Dictionary 1753
iii) Henfield - Banner of Faith
iv) Hurstpierpoint - Mrs Beeton’s Book
v) Sittingbourne Heritage - Jopsom
Family Documents
vi) Sittingbourne Heritage - Picturesque
Kent Pamphlet Album
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vii) Steyning - Robert Burns Poetry Prize
Book
c) Ceramics, Wax, Glass & Stone
i) Dorking - Stone plaque
ii) Dorking - Wax portrait
iii) Dover - Roman earthenware pot
iv) Elmbridge Museum - Plaster statue
v) Guildford - Glass drinking vessels
vi) Hastings - Porcelain asparagus tureen
d) Ethnography
i) Eastbourne - Dessicated hand
ii) Royal Engineers - Sikh armour
e) Modern & Industrial Material
i) Royal Engineers - Berlin wall
f) Parchment
i) Battle - Indenture 1762

3) Toolboxes & Information
a)
b)
c)
d)

Books & Paper - Cleaning Toolbox
Objects - Mounting Toolbox
Objects - Cleaning & Assessing Toolbox
Resource list of:
i) Conservators
ii) ACE Museum Development Officers
iii) Resources for Museums and Archives
iv) Heritage Funding Organisations
v) Suppliers of Conservation Material
and Equipment

4) Surveys Information
a)

Initial Museum Surveys (pdf) and
Collection Assessment data (excel) by
museum
b) Survey Analysis - regional
c) Survey Analysis - county

5) Press and Publications
a)
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Article - March 2013, Icon News, pp18-21

b) Blog - on-going at
csisoutheastmuseums.wordpress.com
example of blog
c) Local Press - Maidstone Museum/KAS
packaging programme
d) YouTube CSI films list - surveying &
conserving

6) Training Documentation
a)

Archaeology
i) ‘Perfect Packaging’ for archaeological
finds
ii) Silica gel - dos & don’ts
b) Book & Paper
i) Cleaning books
ii) Handling books
iii) Making a four-flap folder from 1
piece of card
iv) Making a four-flap folder from 2
pieces of card
c) Information Sheets - condition surveying
i) Archaeological metals & Objects
ii) Books and paper - identifying damage
iii) Paintings
iv) Textiles - assessing damage and
packaging

7) Financial Report
a) Project Cost Totals
b) SEWS & Kent/Medway Expenses

8) Conservation Material and
Equipment Bank
a) Fishbourne Materials & Equipment
b) Chatham Materials & Equipment

9) Museum Contact List
a) SEWS (excel file)
b) Kent & Medway (excel file)
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